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Fire-Lite Alarms is pleased to announce the availability of the ES-1000X addressable 
fire alarm control panel designed to give fire safety professionals an enhanced solution 
for protecting larger-sized buildings. The ES-1000X maintains the easy-to-install and 
reliable performance of the Endurance Series line while expanding capacity for up to 
954 devices to support larger installations than ever before. 

The ES-1000X is UL Listed to Standard 864, 10 Edition, is CSFM and FDNY Approved 
and includes all of the same popular features as the ES-50X and ES-200X models.  
This includes built-in dual-path communications (IP/POTS) for increased reliability, 
support for addressable multi-criteria fire and CO detection, four programmable buttons 
to perform routine tasks quickly, built-in SWIFT® wireless support and a USB port for easy programming and firmware 
updates. Beyond these features, the ES-1000X comes pre-installed with one signaling line circuit (SLC) loop card that 
supports up to 318 devices. Additional SLC loops can be added by using the SLC-3LS expander loop card with a 
maximum capacity of 3 loops for a total of 954 devices per panel.   

The ES-1000X can also be paired with a Honeywell Connected Life Safety Services (CLSS) cellular communicator 
such as the CLSS Pathway for additional redundancy, unlimited access to mobile apps for site managers and facility 
managers alike and faster alarm transmissions with more detailed information for first responders.  

The Fire-Lite ES-1000X is available to order now!  Please contact your prefered Fire-Lite authorized wholesale 
distributor to order or visit firelite.com for more information. 

MODEL NO. DESCRIPTION 
ES-1000X 954 POINT ADDRESSABLE FIRE ALARM CONTROL PANEL (318 POINTS PER SLC) 
SLC-3LS 318 POINT SIGNALING LINE CIRCUIT (SLC) EXPANDER CARD FOR ES-1000X 

Please note the ES-1000X replaces the legacy MS-9600(UD)LS addressable fire alarm control panels which 
will continue to be available while supplies last. 

Thank you for your business and continued support of Fire-Lite Alarms products. 

Jim Zanvettor 
Offering Manager 
Fire-Lite Alarms 

https://buildings.honeywell.com/us/en/products/by-category/fire-life-safety/control-panels/fire-alarm-control-panels/es-1000x-954-pt-addressable-fire-alarm-control-panel

